ABSTRACT High-utility itemset mining (HUIM) has been gaining popularity in the field of data mining. Frequent itemset mining used to be the main tool to reveal high-frequency patterns but failed to consider the concept of profit. HUIM, on the other hand, obtains the itemsets and is practical in commercial applications. A main challenge in HUIM is that HUIM should handle the exponential search space for HUIM when the number of distinct items and the size of the database are both too large. The other challenge is that existing HUIM methods overlook the length of high-utility itemsets; hence, a large itemset gets an unreasonable estimated profit as opposed to the actual value. Therefore, several algorithms were proposed to mine high average-utility itemsets. High average-utility itemset mining (HAUIM) is an extension for the traditional HUIM, which provides a different measure with HUIM. It discovers utility patterns by considering both their utilities and lengths. To reduce the searching space in HAUIM, average-utility upper-bound, looser upper-bound utility, and a revised tighter upper-bound model are proposed to prune the searching graph in HAUIM. These three upper-bounds for high average-utility itemsets decrease the number of candidate patterns efficiently. However, they still overestimate a high average-utility itemset and waste on assessing the unnecessary patterns. Two new tighter upper-bounds, maximum following utility upper-bound and top-k transaction-maximum utility upper-bound, are proposed in this paper to further contract the size of candidate pattern set. Experiments conducted on several benchmark data sets show that the proposed method outperforms the previous HAUIM algorithms in terms of runtime, the number of join operations, and scalability.
I. INTRODUCTION
Finding important information from a large database is the main purpose of data mining techniques and is called knowledge discovery in database (KDD) [1] - [3] . In the early days, frequent itemset mining (FIM) and association-rule mining (ARM) were a principal concern in data mining and applied in multiple real-life applications, which were developed to mine the set of frequent itemsets for which occurrence frequencies are not less than the minimum support threshold, and to find the association rules for which confidence was not less than minimum confidence threshold [4] - [8] . Definitely, basing on occurrence frequencies of itemsets is instinctive, but it is not the most important thing in real commercial applications. Other factors such as purchase quantities, unit profits of items and weights of items, are not considered in the traditional FIM. Therefore, FIM cannot be applied to most real environments.
To find a solution to the FIM problem and extract more information from transactional databases, Yao et al. [30] introduced the task of high utility itemset mining (HUIM). It not only considers purchase quantities but estimates unit profits of items, to find high-utility itemsets in transactional databases. There are two kinds of utilities in HUIM, item quantities in a database are called the internal utilities of items, and item unit profits are called the external utilities. A HUI is found in a transactional database if its utility is larger than the predefined utility threshold which is set by the user. The concept of the high-utility itemsets is similar to high-frequent itemsets. Therefore, HUIM can be viewed as an extension of FIM. The solution space in HUIM is large, the transaction-weighted utility (TWU) model [9] was thus designed to reduce the search space in HUIM. TWU model retains the downward closure (DC) property, which is called the transaction-weighted downward closure (TWDC) property, from FIM. TWDC provides a small set of candidate patterns named for high transaction-weighted utilization itemsets (HTWUIs) as potential HUIs. Some previous algorithms [10] - [13] applied TWDC property to mine HUIs and some methods [14] , [15] would further improve their performance. The evolutionary computations algorithms were also applied to find HUIs in limited termination conditions [16] - [18] .
The traditional HUIM algorithms ignore valuable information compared to the traditional FIM. The length of each itemset causes a noticeable effect for their utilities. It sometimes obtains overestimated utility in the previous HUIM algorithms when the length of an itemset is long. The previous methods consequently tend to generate a high-utility itemset which contains more items, due to the high estimated utilities come from several different items. Hong et al. [19] thus proposed high average-utility itemset mining (HAUIM) to normalize the length of high-utility itemsets. HAUIM would divide the utility of an itemset by its length (number of items that it contains) to be a new measure. By this way, HAUIM prevents the generation of too many overestimated long highutility itemsets. The authors also proposed the average-utility upper-bound (auub) model to reduce the search space for candidate patterns. All of the itemsets are labeled as high average-utility upper-bound itemsets (HAUUBIs) if their utilities are larger than auub, and if an itemset is a HAUI, it much is a HAUUBI. Due to the closure property of HAUUBIs, if an itemset is not a HAUUBI, all of its supersets are absolutely also not a HAUUBI. Thus, Hong et al. first designed a two-phase TPAU algorithm, which can discover HAUUBIs by an Apriori-like approach and then search HAUIs from the set of HAUUBI. The auub model was designed to ensure the completeness and correctness of the algorithm for mining HAUIs. Several methods were proposed to auub speed up the process of HAUIM. A projection-based PAI algorithm [20] , a tree-based high average-utility pattern HAUP-tree algorithm [21] and a HAUI-tree algorithm [22] , which are based on TPSU algorithm, were proposed to discover HAUIs efficiently. The current state-of-the-art HAUIM algorithm is HAUI-miner algorithm [23] , which is proposed by Lin et al. and further enhances the mining performance using a designed average-utility (AU)-list structure. However, the performances of the above methods all suffer a critical problem-a rough upper-bound. As a matter of fact, auub is not a good upper-bound to mine HAUIs, it is obvious much larger than a real upper-bound for a HAUI. Because the auub model provides a loose upper bound on the utilities of itemsets, unpromising itemsets with low relative average-utilities cannot be pruned early from the search space. On this ground, Lin et al. proposed an efficient algorithm for high averageutility pattern mining (EHAUPM) [24] to mine HAUIs and a modified average-utility (MAU)-list structure is developed to keep additional information to facilitate mining HAUIs. Two more exact upper-bounds, looser upper-bound (lub) and revised tighter upper-bound (rtub), are proposed in EHAUPM to further reduce the search space and enhance the performance. Despite EHAUPM got a startling improvement in mining HAUIs, the two proposed tighter upper-bounds also don't have enough ability to handle a large database. It still did too many unnecessary estimations for join operations. In this paper, a more efficient algorithm, tighter upper bound for mining high average-utility patterns (TUB-HAUPM), is presented for mining HAUIs. Two tighter upper-bounds are proposed in TUB-HAUPM and some more advanced pruning strategies, which are based on these two upper-bound, are applied to further reduce the search space in HAUIM. It efficiently prunes the number of branches in the searching tree at the beginning, which decreases the number of join operations. The major contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
1) TUB-HAUPM applied two new tighter upper-bounds to greatly decrease the search space for mining HAUIs.
The maximum following utility upper-bound (mfuub) model is first designed to consider the arithmetic average of current itemsets and the following items in the searching path. The second one is the revised top-k average utility upper-bound (krtmuub) model, it is an extension of rtub model. In the rtub model, it ignores irrelevant itemsets in transactions, which is used to further reduce the search space for mining HAUIs. But rtub just find the maximum utility in the modified database, the proposed krtmuub further find the average value of the top-k maximum utility in the modified database. It obtains a tighter upper-bound than the previous rtub model. 2) One new pruning strategy, based on the proposed new upper-bounds, are designed to further prune the branches in the searching tree. A new transaction upper-bound concept is applied to be improve the traditional global transaction upper-bound, it reaches a lower upper-bound to reduce more candidate itemsets. 3) Extensive experiments are conducted on five realworld datasets to show that the proposed method significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art HAUI-Miner algorithm and EHAUPM in terms of runtime, number of join operations and scalability. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A literature review of the previous works in HUIM and HAUIM is shown in Section II. The preliminaries and problem statement are provided in Section III. The two proposed new mfuub and krtmuub upper-bounds, the novel pruning strategies and the proposed TUB-HAUPM algorithm are given in Section IV. In Section V, an illustrated example, which is explained step-by-step, is given to describe how to perform the proposed method. The experimental results on several benchmark datasets are reported in Section VI. Finally, conclusions and discussions of the proposed algorithm and future works are described in Section VII.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Association rule mining (ARM) is a fundamental data mining task and it is always generated from frequent itemset originally [1] . ARM, which reveals itemsets having high frequencies in the databases, is a principal concern in the field of data mining. A lot of applications in ARM have achieved successes in real commercial environments. The first algorithm for mining association rules (ARs) is Apriori [1] , and it contains two main phases. Frequent itemsets (FIs), of which the frequencies are larger than the user-specified minimum support threshold, are extracted from the database in the first phase. Then, in the second phases, it would generate ARs of which the confidences are larger than a predefined minimum threshold from the set of FIs. Therefore, Apriori, which is a generate-and-test approach, need to scan the database several times to generate candidates for FIs and derive the actual ARs from these candidates. It always causes the terrible performance problem in scanning in a harddisk. In order to speed up the discovery of FIs, a compact tree structure called frequent pattern (FP)-tree was developed and a corresponding mining algorithm called FP-growth was proposed to mine the set of FIs from the FP-tree structure [25] . Except for Apriori and FP-growth algorithm, several other methods were proposed to increase the performance to reveal the ARs from a database [26] - [28] . And then some of the previous works were applied these algorithms in the several realworld applications [6] - [8] , [29] . A serious disadvantage of FIM-based algorithms that they only consider the occurrence frequencies of itemsets. It always ignores the other factors found the more limelight in the real-world such as weights, interestingness or unit profits of items. High-utility itemset mining (HUIM) was thereby proposed to consider both the quantities and unit profits of itemsets to find the set of highutility itemsets (HUIs) [30] , [31] . The transaction-weighted utilization (TWU) mode was proposed to reduce the search space for mining HUIs, due to its downward closure (DC) property [9] . The DC property in TWU mode is called the transaction-weighted downward closure (TWDC) property, it means if an itemset is a high transaction-weighted utilization itemset (HTWUIs), all of its supersets are definitely not HTWUI. By this feature, an algorithm in TWU mode reduces the search space in datasets, speed up the mining process and has become a standard mechanism for HUIM. Li et al. then further reduced the number of candidates patterns when mining HUIs using the TWU model by the proposed isolated items discarding strategy (IIDS) [12] . The tree structure, which is similar to the FP-tree is also applied in the incremental high-utility pattern (IHUP) algorithm to mine HUIs in an incremental and interactive environment [11] . The HUI-Miner algorithm, which depends on a utility-list structure and using the depth-first search, was developed for mining HUIs without generating candidates. HUI-Miner utilizes a vertical database representation and a simple join operation to avoid performing multiple database scans and still derives the set of high-utility k-itemsets. The FHM algorithm was proposed to further improve the performance of HUIM, it stores the relationships between all pairs of items (2-itemsets) to decrease the search space and prune many unpromising candidates in the early stage [32] . Liu et al. also developed several pruning strategies to discover HUIs efficiently in the proposed d2HUP algorithm [15] . Several previous works related to HUIM were also proposed for different applications and to address other issues [23] , [33] - [37] . Therefore, HUIM is popular among researchers.
Although HUIM can obtain more valuable information compared to FIM and ARM, the high-utility itemsets tend to be generated if they include more items. That is because that the utility of a long-length itemset comes from several different items. Thus, to provide a more reasonable and fair measurement of high-utility itemsets, Hong et al. proposed the high average-utility itemset mining (HAUIM) [19] . If an itemset is considered to be a high average-utility itemset (HAUI) in HAUIM, its total utility in the dataset is divided by its length (the number of items that it includes) and the value is no less than a user-specified minimum high averageutility threshold. The average-utility upper bound (auub) model was developed in the first two-phase TPAU algorithm. It provides HAUIM the same downward closure (DC) property as in HUIM and estimates the average-utilities of itemsets to ensure the completeness and the correctness. This model handles a candidate set called high average-utility upper-bound itemsets (HAUUBIs) to reduce the search space for HAUIs. Although TPAU efficiently improves the performance of mining HAUIs, TPAU, which is one kind of level-wise approach also suffers from the drawback of having long execution times. The projection-based PAI algorithm, which applies a novel pruning strategy was proposed to address this issue and improve the mining performance [20] . To address the problem of multiple database scans of the TPAU algorithm, the high average-utility pattern (HAUP)-tree structure and its mining approach called HAUP-growth were proposed [21] . Each node, which indicates a specific item, stores the quantities of the itemset includes itself and all prefix items. Thus, all of the HAUIs are described directly by performing node combinations. However, despite being efficient, this method consumes a lot of memory when the database includes many transactions. The HAUI-tree approach was proposed by Lu et al. to mine HAUIs using an index table [22] . A novel efficient HAUI-miner algorithm was then developed to mine HAUIs using a compact averageutility (AU)-list structure [23] . Most of the previous HAUIM algorithms utilize the auub model to reduce the search space. But auub is a looser upper-bound for HAUIs, thus it cannot prune the unpromising itemsets with low relative average-utility efficiently. For this reason, Lin et al. proposed two tighter upper-bounds for HAUIs and its corresponding pruning strategies to further reduce the search space [24] . But these two upper-bounds are also not close enough with real upper-bound for HUAIs, thus, unpromising itemsets with low relative average utility cannot be pruned early.
III. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
Let a quantitative transaction dataset D = {T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T n } and a finite itemset I = {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i m } with m distinct items. Each transaction T q ∈ D is a subset of I and has a unique identifier q (1 ≤ q ≤ m) called its TID. In addition, each item i j in a transaction T q has a purchase quantity (a positive integer), denoted as
If an itemset is called as k-itemsets, it means this itemset includes k items and each item belongs to itemsets I. A minimum utility threshold is set as δ according to users' preference. A quantitative database with purchase quantities is shown in Table 1 . This example is stated in Table 1 as the running example in this paper. It has 10 transactions and 6 distinct items, denoted from (a) to (f). The profit value (external utility) of each item is shown in Table 2 as the profit table. The minimum utility threshold is set as (δ = 30%). Definition 1 (Item Utility): The utility of an item i j in the transaction T q is denoted as u(i j , T q ), and is defined as:
(1) For example, the utilities of items (a), (c) and (e) in the transaction T 1 are respectively calculated as u(a,
, and u(e, T 1 ) = q(e, T 1 ) × p(e) = 1 × 6 (= 6).
Definition 2 (Itemset Utility in a Transaction):
The utility of an itemset X in the transaction T q is denoted as u(X , T q ), and defined as:
For example, the utilities of the itemsets (ac) and (ace) in the transaction T 1 are respectively calculated as:
Definition 3 (Itemset Utility in a Dataset): The utility of an itemset X in the database D is denoted as u(X ), and defined as:
For example, the utilities of itemsets (b) and (bc) in the D are respectively calculated as
, and u(bc) = u(bc, T 10 )(= 56).
Definition 4 (Transaction Utility):
The transaction utility of the transaction T q is denoted as tu(T q ), and defined as:
For example, tu( 
Definition 5 (Total Utility):
The total utility of the database D is denoted as TU, and defined as:
For example, the total utility in the database D is calculated as TU = 27 + 66 + 13 + 11 + 16 + 10 + 101 + 55 + 15 + 72(= 386).
The above definitions are used in traditional HUIM. An itemset X is said to be a high-utility itemset (HUI) iff its utility in a database D is no less than a user-specified minimum high-utility count (minimum high-utility threshold multiplied by the total utility of the database), that is:
Definition 6: (Average-Utility of an Itemset in a Transaction):
The average-utility of an itemset X with k items in the transaction T q is denoted as au(X , T q ), and defined as:
For example, the average-utilities of the itemsets (ac) and (ace) in the transaction T 1 are respectively calculated as: 
Definition 7 (Average-Utility of an Itemset in a Dataset):
The average-utility of an itemset X with k items in the dataset D is denoted as au(X ), and defined as: Problem Statement: An itemset X is considered to be a HAUI iff its average-utility is no less than the minimum high average-utility count (high average-utility is total utliity TU to be multiplied by minimum high average-utility threshold δ, TU × δ), that is:
To obtain the downward closure (DC) property, which is called the transaction-maximum utility downward closure (TMUDC) property for pruning the search space in HAUIM, several average-utility upper bounds were proposed before. They are the average-utility upper bound (auub) model [19] , the looser upper-bound utility (lub) [24] and the revised transaction-maximum utility (rmu) [24] . auub model is also used to maintain the high average-utility upper-bound itemset (HAUUBIs) which is a superset of HAUIs. Definitions are given below.
Definition 8 (Transaction-Maximum Utility, tmu):
The transaction-maximum utility of the transaction T q is denoted as tmu(T q ) and defined as:
(10) For example, the transaction-maximum utility of T 1 (tmu(T 1 )) is calculated as max{3, 18, 6}(=18), which is an upper-bound on the utility of any item in transaction T 1 .
An average-utility upper-bound (auub) for an itemset is obtained to overestimate the average-utility by accumulating all of the transaction-maximum utilities for the itemset to check if it is a potential candidate HAUIs. It is defined as follows.
:
q Definition 9 (Average-Utility Upper-Bound of an Itemset in a Dataset, auub):
The average-utility upper-bound of the itemset X in the database D is denoted as auub(X ), and defined as:
For example, the average-utility upper-bound of the itemset (ac) in the database is calculated as auub(ac)=18+6+ 25=49, which is less than the minimum high average-utility count (115.8). Thus, the itemset (ac) would not be considered as a candidate for HAUI, called the high average-utility upper-bound itemset (HAUUBI). The set of HAUUBIs is defined as follow.
Definition 10 (High Average-Utility Upper-Bound Itemset, HAUUBI): An itemset X is called a high average-utility upper-bound itemset (HAUUBI) if its average-utility upperbound value is no less than the minimum high average-utility count. The set of HAUUBIs is defined as:
(12) Theorem 1 (HAUIs ⊆ HAUUBIs): The TMUDC property ensures that HAUIs ⊆ HAUUBIs. Thus if an itemset is not a HAUUBI, then it is not a HAUI and none of its supersets is a HAUI.
Theorem 1 was proved in [19] , and ensures to get a correct and complete result to mine the set of HAUIs. However, auub is not a strict upper-bound for the HAUI, the search space is large in a bigdata dataset after the process applying auub model. In [24] , there are two tighter upper-bounds to further reduce the overestimation of the average-utilities of itemsets and a searching tree is developed to avoid performing multiple database scans. Definitions are given below.
Definition 11 (Processing Order) : Is is the order to be used to build a searching tree structure to mine HAUIs. The items are sorted according to the auub-ascending order ,
The previous algorithm EHAUPM (efficient high averageutility pattern mining) [24] would calculate auub values for all items and remove the itemsets in which the auub values are less than the minimum high average-utility count. Before performing the algorithm, a searching tree structure that is encoded from the solution space should be defined and constructed by predefined processing order. The algorithm for generating searching tree is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Construct Routing Graph
Input: an ordered item list by processing order l. Output: a searching tree T.
1: set T = ∅; 2: put the starting point s into G; 3: run BuildChildNodes(T , s, l); 4: return G;
for each item i in l do select item i by l order.
3:
T ← i; 4: generate a directed link from s to i;
if item i is not the last one in list l then 6: set a list l i is a sub list of l after item s; 7: run BuildChildNodes(T , i, l i ); database, update the maximum utility in each transaction and generate the processing order. The corresponding searching tree structure is shown in Figure 1 . Each node in searching tree represents a candidate HAUI and the node expression for itemset is shown below.
Definition 12 (The Node's Expression for Itemset):
A searching tree is generated according to Algorithm 1 and each node indicates a specific candidate itemset for HAUIs. The expression of a node is the traveling log for the process which has visited between with starting node to this node. For example of node 5 in Figure 1 is {b, f, e}, and node 10 is {f, d}.
In the previous EHAUPM algorithm, the searching process follows the deep-first order to visit the nodes in the searching tree (the same order with the number in Figure 1 ). EHAUPM just estimates each node in the searching tree one time and applies two upper-bounds to prune the branches for the current node. The two upper-bounds are described below.
Definition 13 (Remaining Maximal Utility of an Itemset in a Transaction, remu):
The remaining maximal utility of a sorted itemset X by a processing order P in a transaction T is denoted as remu(X , T ), and defined as:
Assume P = {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i m , i m+1 , . . . , i n } and the last item in the sorted itemset X is i m . Set a sub-list P ⊆ P is {i m+1 , i m+2 , . . . , i n } and then:
For example, the remaining maximal utility of the itemset {b, d} in the transaction T 2 (remu ({b, d}, T 2 )) is max {u(e, T 2 )} = 6.
Definition 14 (Looser Upper-Bound Utility of an Itemset in a Transaction, lub):
The looser upper-bound utility of an sorted itemset X by a processing order in a transaction T is denoted as lub(X , T ), and defined as:
For example, the looser upper-bound utility of the itemset {b, d} in the transaction T 2 (lub ({b, d}, T 2 )) is:
Definition 15 (Looser Upper-Bound Utility of an Itemset in a Database):
The looser upper-bound utility of an sorted itemset X by a processing order in a database D is denoted as lub(X ), and defined as:
For example, the looser upper-bound utility of the itemset
= 35.5 + 53.5 = 89. Theorem 2 (Anti-Monotonicity Property of Lub): Assume a processing order P = {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i m , i m+1 , . . . , i n }, an sorted itemset X by the processing order P and the last item in the X is i m .
Set a sub-list P ⊂ P is {i m+1 , i m+2 , . . . , i n } and an itemset X ⊃ X , where X \ X ⊆ P then:
Theorem 2 was proved in [24] , it means if the lub value of a node in a searching tree structure is less than the threshold count, the searching process prunes all of the branches following of this node and reduce the search space.
Definition 16 (Revised Transaction-Maximum Utility, rmu): The revised transaction-maximum utility of an sorted itemset X by a processing order P in a transaction T is denoted as rmu(X , T ), and defined as:
Assume P = {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i m , i m+1 , . . . , i n } and the last item in the sorted itemset X is i m . Set a sub-list P ⊂ P is {i m+1 , i m+2 , . . . , i n }, a revised set R is X ∪ P and then:
For example, the revised transaction-maximum utility of the itemset {f , d} in the transaction T 2 (rmu({f , d}, T 2 )) is:
The revised tighter upper bound of an itemset X in a database D is denoted as rtub(X ), and defined as:
For example, the revised tighter upper-bound of the itemset
Obviously, au(X ) ≤ rtub(X ) ≤ auub(X ), thus, rtub is a tighter upper-bound than auub. The anti-monotonicity property of rtub is described below.
Theorem 3 (Anti-Monotonicity Property of rtub): Assume a processing order P = {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i m , i m+1 , . . . , i n }, an sorted itemset X by the processing order P and the last item in the X is i m .
Theorem 3 was also proved in [24] , and its influence is the same as rmu. If the rtub value of a node in a searching tree is less than the threshold count, the searching process prunes all of the branches following this node and hence, reduces the search space considerably.
EHAUPM method performs pruning strategies using rmu and rtub upper-bounds to reduce the search space by a wide margin and obtains all of HAUIs.
IV. PROPOSED TUB-HAUPM ALGORITHM
In this section, the detailed operations and the process of the proposed TUB-HAUPM algorithm are described here. It includes a loop process to generate the processing order and remove more unpromising items in the beginning stage, two tighter upper-bounds for HAUIs, one powerful pruning strategy, and an effective algorithm process.
A. GENERATE THE PROCESSING ORDER AND REMOVE UNPROMISING ITEMS BY A LOOP WAY
In EHAUPM [24] , auub value of each unit item in the database is calculated first. An item in which value of auub is less than the threshold count is an unpromising item, its superset and itself are no chance to be the HAUI. Therefore, they are removed from the database and all auub values are recalculated. Then, the remaining items are sorted by the ascending order using auub value and they are processed in this order.
However, after re-calculating auub value of each remaining item, their auub value might be further decreased than before. Thus, it is possible to obtain more unpromising items from the database. In order to further remove more unpromising items and reduce the search space, the proposed method modified the one-time process to a loop process. The proposed pseudo code is described in Algorithm 3.
After performing Algorithm 3, the proposed TUB-HAUPM removes the unpromising items in this stage. It can reduce more than a half of the search space if removing an unpromising item every time.
B. UPPER-BOUNDS AND A PRUNING STRATEGY
In this section, two novel upper-bounds for HAUIs are designed and a corresponding pruning strategy would also be proposed to further prune branches in the search space. Some theorems would also be proved in this section to show the the set of unpromising item U is ∅
3:
for each item i in D do 4: calculate auub value of i; 5: if auub value of i is less than threshold count then 6: U ← i;
7:
D ← D \ i; 8: end if 9: end for 10: while the set of unpromising item U is not empty 11: sort items in D using auub value by ascending order; 12: D ← D; 13: return the ascending order of items and the modified dataset D ;
proposed upper-bounds are tighter than the previous upperbounds and the correctness of the proposed pruning strategy.
1) MAXIMUM FOLLOWING UTILITY UPPER-BOUND
In EHAUPM, the authors proposed lub upper-bound for HAUIs by using remu (remaining maximal utility of an itemset). In this section, another upper-bound called maximum following utility upper-bound (mfuub) by applying remu is proposed. The theorem in this section would show that the proposed mfuub is a tighter upper-bound than lub and definitely larger than the following nodes in the searching tree. It is different from the previous EHAUPM theorems as this theorem focuses on the transaction-level, not the entire database.
Definition 18 (Maximum Following Utility Upper-Bound in a Transaction, mfuub):
The maximum follwing utility upper-bound for a sorted itemset X by a processing order P in a transaction T is denoted as mfuub(X , T ), and defined as:
Assume a processing order P = {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i m , i m+1 , . . . , i n }, a sorted itemset X by the processing order P and the last item in the X is i m .
Set a sub-list P ⊂ P is {i m+1 , i m+2 , . . . , i n }. Set the max length for the following nodes M is min ((n − m), (|T | − |X |))
Theorem 4 (Anti-Monotonicity Property of mfuub in a Transaction):
To continue Definition 18, an itemset X ⊃ X , VOLUME 6, 2018 where X \ X ⊆ P then:
lub(X , T ) > mfuub(X , T ) ≥ au(X , T ).
Proof: There are three parts in the proof of this theorem, the first one is to consider remu(X , T ) > au(X , T ), the second one is 0 ≤ remu(X , T ) < au(X , T ) and the last part is P ∩ T = ∅.
T . au(X , T ) does not exist and it is denoted as:
To combine the result from the above three parts, the relationship lub(X , T ) > mfuub(X , T ) ≥ au(X , T ) can be proved.
2) TOP-k REVISED TRANSACTION-MAXIMUM UTILITY UPPER-BOUND
In EHAUPM, the authors also proposed rmu upper-bound, which remove the irrelevant items in a transaction and find the maximal utility in this revised transaction. In this paper, an extension for rmu is proposed, called top-k revised transaction-maximum utility upper-bound, krtmuub. It is denoted as krtmuub(X , T ), and defined as:
Definition 19 (Top-k Revised Transaction-Maximum Utility Upper-Bound, krtmuub):
The top-k revised transactionmaximum utility upper-bound of an sorted itemset X by a processing order P in a transaction T is denoted as krtmuub(X , T ), and defined as:
Assume P = {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i m , i m+1 , . . . , i n } and the last item in the sorted itemset X is i m . Set a sub-list P ⊂ P is {i m+1 , i m+2 , . . . , i n }, a revised set R is X ∪P , then generate a revised transaction T R = T ∩ R = {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i k }, which is sorted by their utility value with descending order. It means u(i 1 
Theorem 5 (Anti-Monotonicity Property of krtmuub in a Transaction):
To continue Definition 19, an itemset X ⊃ X , where X \ X ⊆ P then:
Proof: There are two parts in the proof of this theorem, the first one is to consider k ≥ |X | + 1 and the other one is
assume X \ X is {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i l } ⊆ P, then we get, the equation shown at the top of this page, thus,
does not exist and it is denoted as:
To combine the result from the above two parts, the relationship rmu(X , T ) ≥ krtmuub(X , T ) ≥ au(X , T ) can be proved.
3) TRANSACTION-RIVAL PRUNING STRATEGY
In this section, a new pruning strategy with transaction-based is proposed. In EHAUPM, it calculates the values of the proposed upper-bounds using the related transactions belongs to the entire dataset and select the small one to be as applied upper-bound. In this paper, the proposed TUB-HAUPM compares the proposed upper-bounds in each transaction and select the small one to represent the upper-bound for this transaction. Accumulating the upper-bounds for each related transaction, the goal itemset obtains a tighter upper-bound than when calculated from the entire database directly.
Definition 20 (Transaction-Rival Tight Upper-Bound, trtub):
The transaction-rival tight upper-bound for an itemset X in a transaction T is denoted as trtub(X , T ), and defined as:
The transaction-rival tight upper-bound for an itemset X in a database D is denoted as trtub(X ), and defined as:
Theorem 6 (Anti-Monotonicity Property of trtub): To continue Definition 20, assume a processing order P = {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i m , i m+1 , . . . , i n } and the last item in the sorted itemset X is i m . Set a sub-list P ⊂ P is {i m+1 , i m+2 , . . . , i n }, an itemset X ⊃ X , where X \ X ⊆ P , and then:
Proof:
Due to 1 and 2, the relationship min{lub(X ), rtub(X )} ≥ trtub(X ) ≥ au(X ) can be proved.
According to Theorem 6, the transaction-rival pruning strategy is set in a way that the value of trtub for the itemset is less than the threshold count, all the following branches of this itemset (node) in the searching tree are removed. Because the itemsets, which are represented from the following nodes are impossible to be a HAUI. The detail pseudo code for the proposed TUB-HAUPM is described in the next session.
Algorithm 4 TUB-HAUPM Algorithm

Input:
a transaction database D with profit values, a threshold δ. Output: a set of HAUIs.
1: set HAUIs=∅; 2: generate the modified database D and the processing order P by D and Algorithm 3; 3: set δ c = TotalUtility × δ; or assign a value directly 4: for each item i m in P = {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i n } do 5: set the current itemset it = {i m }; 6: set set sub-list P = {i m , i m+1 , . . . , i n }; 7: run SearchHAUIs D , it, P , δ c , HAUIs ; 8: end for 9: return HAUIs; HAUIs ← it; 12: end if 13: if tt ≥ δ c then 14: for each item i l in P = {i m , i m+1 , . . . , i n } do 15: set the current itemset it = it ← i l ; ← is a push-back operator 16: set set sub-list P = {i l , i l+1 , . . . , i n }; 17: run SearchHAUIs D , it , P , δ c , HAUIs ; 18: end for 19: end if 20 : end function
C. THE PROPOSED TUB-HAUPM ALGORITHM
All the proposed upper-bounds operations are summarized in this section. A detail pseudo code for the proposed TUB-HAUPM algorithm would also be shown in Algorithm 4.
In Algorithm 4, the proposed method applies a recursive function SearchHAUIs to visit all of the nodes in the searching tree structure logically. In SearchHAUIs function, the process would scan all of the relative transaction by the input itemset and effectively calculate the transaction utility and trtub value. After acquiring the total utility and the total trtub value for the input itemset, the proposed SearchHAUIs method updates the set of HAUI and decides whether to visit the following branches or not.
V. AN ILLUSTRATED EXAMPLE
In this section, an example for the proposed TUB-HAUPM using the transaction database in Table 1 and Table 2 are shown and described step-by-step. The minimum high average-utility threshold δ is set to 30%, the total utility of this database is 386, the minimum high average-utility threshold count δ c thus is 115.8. The processing order is b f d e. Therefore, the searching tree structure is shown in Figure 1 and the proposed TUB-HAUPM will first perform (SearchHAUIs) for itemset {b} with sub-list {f , d, e}.
For itemset {b}, sub-list {f , d, e} (node 1):
HAUIs ← {b};
→ trtub(b) = 89 < δ c (115.8); The process will ignore the following branches from node 1; Then, the process will perform (SearchHAUIs) for itemset {f } with sub-list {d, e}.
For itemset {f }, sub-list {d, e} (node 9):
→ au(f ) = 9 < δ c (115.8);
→ trtub(f ) = 12.33.. < δ c (115.8); The process will ignore the following branches from node 9; Then, the process will perform (SearchHAUIs) for itemset {d} with sub-list {e}.
For itemset {d}, sub-list {e} (node 13): The process will ignore the following branches from node 13; Then, the process will perform (SearchHAUIs) for itemset {e} with sub-list ∅.
For itemset {e}, sub-list ∅ (node 15):
au(e, T 1 ) = 6; mfuub(e, T 1 ) = 0;
krtmuub(e, T 1 ) = 0; trtub(e, T 1 ) = 0;
au(e, T 2 ) = 6; mfuub(e, T 2 ) = 0;
krtmuub(e, T 2 ) = 0; trtub(e, T 2 ) = 0;
au(e, T 3 ) = 6; mfuub(e, T 3 ) = 0; The node 15 is the last node in the searching tree. The proposed method just estimated 4 itemsets to obtin all of HAUIs in this example. The final result is HAUIs={{b}}.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, the proposed TUB-HAUPM is compared with the state-of-art EHAUPM algorithm [24] using different upper bounds. EHAUPM has already been proved that it has better performance than other HAUIs algorithms. The two proposed upper-bounds are calculated separately in the experiments to show their influences. Moreover, this way the transaction-rival pruning strategy can also be applied. The compared algorithms are listed in Table 3 . All algorithms are implemented in Java language and executed on a computer equipped with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-5257U 2.7 GHz processor and 8GB 1867 MHz DDR3 memory, running macOS High Sierra operating system. Experiments were conducted on five different real-world datasets and a simulation model [9] was developed to generate the quantities and profit values of items in transactions for all datasets. In the original datasets, there is no data about quantities and profit. Therefore, we assigned these data in the datasets randomly. A log-normal distribution was used to randomly assign quantities in the [1, 5] interval and item profit values in the [1, 1000] interval. Parameters of the datasets and their characteristics are summarized in Table 4 and Table 5 , respectively. 
A. RUNTIME
In this section, the run times for the proposed methods with different pruning strategies and EHAUPM are compared. Each experimental dataset is set up with different minimum high average-utility threshold values. Results are shown in Figure 2 .
The results of the runtimes are interesting. First, let see the results of the chess dataset. In this case, the unpromising itemsets have a large gap with the predefined threshold and its high average-utility itemsets. Therefore, a tight upperbound prunes more unpromising itemsets effectively than a loose upper-bound. The proposed TUB-HAUPM algorithms deletes a large number of branches in the searching tree, even if they take much CPU time in calculating the proposed upper-bounds, they still save more runtime by avoiding to estimate the unnecessary itemsets. The experimental result in the mushroom dataset is a similar case. In the mushroom dataset, if the threshold approaches to 0.028, the previous loose upper-bounds obtains a similar effect with the proposed thin upper-bounds. As a result of the simple design, the previous upper-bounds (rtub and lub) do not waste CPU times to estimate an itemset. Thus, it provides a similar result with the proposed method when a strict threshold is set in this case. It is worth noting that the experimental result in the accidents dataset, the proposed TUB-HAUPM using the two proposed upper-bounds wasted the most runtime than the other algorithms when the threshold is set to 0.041. It is a good example to show the trade-off characteristic between the proposed TUB-HAUPM and the previous EHAUPM. When the threshold is set as a relatively high value, although the proposed upper-bounds (mfuub and krtmuub) cannot prune enough branches to decrease the cost of computation, more operations are required for estimating itemsets. For the retail dataset, there are many candidate itemsets with high-utility in this dataset, therefore, it causes the proposed methods also perform almost a half of join operations compared with EHAUPM algorithm, estimates more itemsets to check they are a high average-utility itemset or not. Overall, the proposed TUB-HAUPM greatly reduces the runtime than the previous EHAUPM approach.
B. NUMBER OF JOIN OPERATIONS
In this section, the number of join operations is discussed. A join operation means the process decides to perform the estimations for the following node (itemsets) from the current itemsets in the searching tree. There are two kinds of datasets (Sparse and Dense) in the experiments. They show the different features in the experimental results. The results are shown in Figure 3 .
In the dense datasets (accidents, chess, mushroom), the proposed upper-bounds are precise, the upper-bound value of a non-HAUI is larger than the threshold. The proposed TUB-HAUPM prunes a large number of branches in the searching tree. The aid was a great boon for reducing the runtime. On the other hand, the situations in the sparse dataset (retail and kosarak) are more complicated. The combinations of the items in the sparse dataset are complex. Even the proposed upper-bounds cannot estimate an itemset precisely, the proposed TUB-HAUPM also performed almost a half of join operations compared with the previous EHAUPM. That is to say that if we want to find HAUIs in a light and sparse dataset, we should select a simple and loose upperbound to increase the performance. However, the proposed pruning strategies also show their ability to avoid most of the unnecessary operations.
C. NUMBER OF CANDIDATES
In the secion A and B, the performances of the proposed upper-bounds are very similar. Therefore, in this section, the numbers of candidates for the different upper-bounds are shown in Fig. 4 . In the experimental results, the number of candidates of the combined upper-bound (both) is definitely less than or equal to the other proposed upper-bounds (krtmuub and mfuub). In case of kosarak, these different kinds of upper-bounds need to evaluate the same number of candidates. However, the combined upper-bounds and krtmuub are much better than mfuub in the other datasets. Even though the performance of krtmuub is better than mfuub, the combined upper-bound is still recommended to be applied in mining HAUIs. In some situations, mfuub is less than krtmuub. It causes the number of candidates for the combined upper-bound is less than krtmuub. Especially the proposed framework is applied to a large scale dataset.
D. SCALABILITY
The scalability of algorithms is evaluated by measuring the runtime and the number of join operations in this section. We rebuilt the accidents dataset with various sizes (1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000) to check the performances of the proposed models and the compared EHAUPM. The results are shown in Figure 5 .
First, irrespective of the upper-bound technique applied by the proposed TUB-HAUPM algorithms, they show the excellent performance than the previous EHAUPM, especially for the bigger dataset. It is proved that if we want to have HAUIs in a large dataset, computing the precise upper-bounds is critical. These are used to design a powerful pruning strategy. Even though they might need more CPU times to be applied, it could lead to a shorter runtime for a big dataset.
Then, focusing the proposed algorithm with different upper-bounds, we find the performance of TUB-HAUPM with the two proposed upper-bounds is worse than TUB-HAUPM with a single upper-bound in a small dataset. That is because the cost to calculate the utility and the value of upper-bounds in a small size dataset is small, but applying two upper-bounds in TUB-HAUPM needs use more runtime to calculate the value of upper-bounds. In the experimental results, the two upper-bounds outperform a single upperbound for datasets larger than 50000.
VII. CONCLUSION
In the past, several different upper-bounds for HAUIM were proposed to reduce the search space and maintain the downward closure property. Although these upper-bounds effectively decrease the number of estimations for candidate HAUIs, but there are still too many unpromising itemsets remaining in the candidate set. In this paper, two tighter upper-bounds for HAUIs were designed to further contract the search space and keep their downward closure property and correctness. In the proposed algorithm, a recursive process generate the processing order and prunes unnecessary items. A transaction-rival pruning strategy was also designed to provide a strict limitation for all candidate itemsets in order to reduce the evaluative time. Experiments on five reallife datasets illustrate that the proposed method significantly outperforms the previous EHAUPM algorithm. We also find some disadvantages from the proposed TUB-HAUPM algorithm. However, we find the operations for the proposed TUB-HAUPM are suitable for applying in a parallel computing environment. Thus, in the future works, we want to apply this algorithm to a large dataset and design a cloud-computing (Spark) version of the proposed TUB-HAUPM algorithm to improve the performance and apply it to big data. MATIN PIROUZ received the B.Sc. degree in computer science in 2012 and the M.Sc. degree in information technologies, with a focus on network programming and security, in 2014. She is currently pursuing the Ph.D. degree with the Department of Computer Science, University of Nevada at Las Vegas, Las Vegas. Her current research interests are big data analytics, deep learning, network analysis, and graph theory. Prior to joining Ph.D., she was an Instructor at Cisco Networking Academy for five years, where she taught various entry, associate, and professional-level courses. In 2013, she successfully passed the Instructor Trainer Qualification and has been holding instructor-level courses since then. During her time at Cisco Networking Academy, she received several national and regional awards.
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